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* 
Advertising Rate Card of the ‘‘Progress- CLUBBING LIST. 

ive Bee-Keeper,’’ Higginsville, Mo.* 

7 agate lines (}4-inch), oneinsertion.......$ 50 ees d agave Hines (inch one insertion... 90 We will send the Progressive Bee Keeper with 
agate lines (2.inch ), oneinsertion. .... 170 | qy as vee $1 35 

45 agate lines G-inch ), oneinsertion... 2.50 he Review...) = GL GH) -. Shh 
56 agate lines (4-inch ), one insertion. .... 3 30 Journal of Aoriculture + 1 0, 32 eae 
70 agate lines (.inch ), one insertion....... 3 90 imaneds Farmer 2S 400 eee) 
$4 agate lines (6-inch ), one insertion......470 Nebraska Farmer... «2100S 1:10 

98 paw ee (@-inch ) one-half page. one 54 Home and Farm... 0a 1D 

196 agate lines (14-inch), one page, one in- Ih a 
(S65 111) nee ee eevee pees GH.) 

TIME ADVERTISEMENT DISCOUNTS. BEE BOOKS. , 
Three insertions ............ ---...-..:----5 per cent e ae xm : 
Six insertions........... ....-................- 10 per cent No bee-keeper can afford to be without a li- 

pe Ansertions.........-- ese 15 per cent brary of bee books. A book costing from fifty 
Welve insertions. 0... 2-20 percent cents to one dollar is worth many hundreds cf 
Se Gok’ miedione or maining echemey ee dollars to one who would succeed. Every be- | 
ieee aquestionablecharacter sinner should have a book suitable for begin- 

eee A ners, (one that will point out the road), and 
Bee eou iain 200: those more advanced will need something 
——— a  , MOTE SCiontific'as a reference! pool. We mwill 

here give the names of such books as we rec- 
50 YEARS’ ommend, and will be pleased to furnish you. 
EXPERIENCE sending them by mail at the following prices: 

The Amateur Bee-Keeper, (a gem _for. be- 
ginners), by Prof. J. W. Rouse; price, 28c. 
Advauced Bee Culture, by W. Z. Hutchin- 

son; price, 50c. 

ete the Apiary, by Prof. A. J. Cook; 
price, $1.25. 4 
The A BC of Bee Culture, by A. I. Root; 

Trave Marks price, $1.25. 
DESIGNS A Treatise on Foul Brood, by Dr. Howard; 

CopyRicHTs &c. price, 25cr 
Anyone sending a sketch and Ses cn pen may Scientific Queen-Rearing, by G. M. Doo 

quickly, soe a Selon tie pe einer ea little; price, $1.00. entable. ; 
tong strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents Langstroth on the Honey Bee, revised by 
eeu aoe oo SRN fn ea er = Dadant; price, $1.15. Address, 

nts taken through . 
special notice, without charge, in the LEAHY MFG. CO., 

Scientific American dea ° SE Sed A AST 
A handsomely illustrated weekly. Largest cir- 
éalation of any scientific journal, Terms, $5 a Wanted. 
year; four months, $1. Sold by all newsdealers. f 
MUNN g C 36 1Broadwa N Y k Alsike clover seed and Japanese buck- 

0. a ew or wheat. If you have any to sell, write 
Branch Office, 625 F St., Washington, D. C. Gouiss. AdarBee 

. i. 
Please mention the ‘Progressive.” Leahy Mfg.Go., Hiygginsvitle. Mo, 

o ee Pe Se E has 
Make your own Hives. aq \ ; ae fe uae as RU PT aE 

P= @ Has 1 I NS Ma re i re gu F 
A GX) Ever {4 e Ne se Mm EX ea 

Bee-Keepers will save Al ie il SO Na ta re Vid be See 
money by using our WN whi tea fey med BR oe) Beem Va 
Foot pence cee eee | a bs DB bl Bs he 

Saw in making their PRESS /_\\ _ Sa aens Seretaer ene eee | K 
Hives, Sections and Ss pos ae eae k 
Boxes. Machines (Bee FMe |r oniokty soonred. OUR P23 DUE WHEN PATENT 
sent on trial if desir- Lt INE, Zy J CDEAINED. Sond model, sketch or oto, wit 4 

saTHiouiia tees 4 4 oscription for free report as tc patentability. 48-PAGE 
eds Causlon ue aree 4 ate 500% EEE, eepistns references and a j 
WF é &D ® ROCKFORD, ILLS information. ITE FOR COPY OF OUR SPECIAL § 

A | OFFER, Itis themost liberal pronosition ever made by Uy 
JOHN BARNES CoO., 914 Ruby St. I a patent attorney, and EVERY INVENTOR SHOULD fj 
Bicnaeniohtionihe™ Prtresive.” oo IT before applying for patent. Address: ‘| 

ASE D oi re ass . E 

m4 m i HH. B.WILLSON & C0.) 
NOW ____eeecn. a PATENT LA NYERS, i 

is the time to subscribe for the dj LeDroit Blag., WASHINGTON, D.C. 
PROGRESSIVE. <-------.:---00s--eceeseoe-s ¢ SRE eT ca a 

ONLY 50C A YEAR. Please mention the Progressive.”



Made to Order. Bi h B S k ° wate mores HINGHAM HraSS SMOKES, 

made of sheet-brass. which does not rust of burn out, should last a lifetime, 
You need one, but they cost 25c more than tin of the same size. The little 
pen cut shows our brass hinge put on the three larger sizes. No wonder 
Bingham’s 4-inch Smoke Engine goes without puffing, and ’ 

L Does Not Drop Inky Drops. 
The perforated steel fire-grate has 381 holes to air the fuel and support the 
fire. Prices. Heavy Tin Smoke Engine, four-inch Stove, per mail. E50; BYe- 
inch, $1.10; three-inch, $1.00; 244-inch, 90¢; two inch, 65e. 

are the original, and have all the improvements, and have been the STANDARD OF EX 
CELLENCE for 22 years. 

I have used Bingham Smokers ever since they first came out. Working from three to 
seven hundred colonies twelve months in the year. I ought tc know what is required in 
usmoke The Doctor3% inch just received fills the bill. Respectfully, 

O. W. OSBORN. 

Mt. Pleasant. Mich., Aug. 7th. 1896. 
Dear Sir—Smokers came O. K. They are the best [haye ever seen; sell like hot cakes 

Respectfully, Wm. BAMBU. 

With a Bingham Smoker that will hold a quart of sound maple wood, the bee-keepers’ 
trials are all over fora long time. Who ever heard of a Bingham Smoker that was too large 
or did not give perfect satisfaction. The world’s most scientific and largest comb honey 

Z yea 
GIN YE 

producers use Bingham Smokers and Knives. The same is true of the world’s largest p10- 

Aucers of extracted honey. Before buying a smoker or knife hunt up its record and pedigree. 

Please mention the ‘ Progressive.” T. F. BINGHAM, Farwell, Mich. 

So CaN amA I) ys 2 ee Ga Sn SEO ay) 2 i5 SES 2 
SO a a pe fn Se We have one of the best equip- 

Tig i aM a cS lee te basa. Mpegs ped factories in the West, Ca- 
Lome = = ae me om pacity, onecarload a day; and 
ee | He ae PEC EE EE EOE 3 ClTY, tho largest stock and 

woe o lpee ee Eva greatest variety of everything 
Pa ee fs) A come = needed in the apiary, assuring 

Fe Set 0 a! Me age pe; BUST goods at the LOWEST 
Pe eed ea. Man ieee ee and prompt shipment. 
AU porting S eee We want every, bee-keeper to 

<3 eae Sip pee = | haveour REE ILLUSTRATED 
SSS Ai t = ieee eee CATALOG, and read deserip- 
ox Bray 2 tion of Alternating Hives, Fer- 
Sate i eee guson Supers, etc. WRITE AT 

Bisse eer rae eae _ONCE FOR A CATALOG, 

We also manufacture TANKS of either wood or galvanized steel, all sizes, any form, and 

for ail purposes. Price list free. 

The E. Kretchmer Co., Red Oak, lowa. 
Trester SUPPLY Co, [03 S. 11TH ST, LIKCOL™, NEB. 

Headquarters in Chicago VVVVVVUV UYU VY yYYy 
for Bee Supplies. : THE : 

Good goods, right prices, prompt service. PROG RESSIVE S 
Catalog free. i 
lf not now w subscriber, send for free BEE-KEEPER. 3 

sample copy of the weekly AmerRICAN BEE QegeeeSe seeSe 2 
— dournac. For catalog or sumple, address, 2 = 

50c per year. a 
GEO. W. YORK & CO., iE 5 

118 Michigan St... Ch icago, Mls = Subscribe now.: 

Please mention the “Progressive.” Wa AAA AAA AA AAA
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W 3 7 
Woes “Higainsville’ Bee Suppli AN aye S w ° “Higginsville’ Bee Supplies fr 
oe at Kansas Cit oom Ws : A 

Ww 8 — Ar 
Ww s Rei Hp 
W ig Having purchased the good will and business of H. L. Mm 

Woh 3 Miller, of Supplies. I will be in a positioa to furnish all a 

Ww ¢ Bee-Keepers’ Supplies at Higginsville prices. m 
BY © : 
WwW You will save freight by ordering of me. Write for AR g i N 
W $ Catalogue. MR 

wW oe AR 

Woe od} C. E. Walker m « He . 8 , mi 
ni . 
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We have made many improvements this year in the manufacture of bee supplies. 
The following are some of them: Our hives are made of one grade better lumber than 
heretofore, and all that are sent out under our new prices, will be supplied with separators 
and nails. The Telescope hive has « new bottom board, which is a combination of hive 
stand and bottom board, and is supplied with slatted tinned separators, The Higginsville 
Smoker is much improved, is larger than heretofore, and better material is used all through. 
Our Latest Process Foundation has no equal, and our highly pc lished sections are superb in- 
deed. Send 5c for sample copy of these two articles, and Le convineed. The Daisy Founds~ 
tion Fastener—well, it isa daisy now, sure enough, with a pocket to catch the dripping wax 
and a treadle soit can be worked by the foot. Prices as low as conservative, considering 
the big advance in raw material. If you have not received our new catalogue, send for it 
at once. Sample copy of the PROGRESSIVE BEE-KrEPER free. Address, 

Higginsville, Mo. 
ie e, East St. Louis, lils. z 

j 9 Omaha, Neb.
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(Index crowded to editorial page). removes his comb honey supers when 
—  —__—~—— most of the sections.‘are eoni pleted; 

Comments:—Handling SupersInstead and puts the unfinished sections thus 
of Sections. accumulating in separate: supers, 
ae which are replaced on: the hives to: 
REG ONESON: ; be finished. He calls such: sections ; 

“go-backs”; I have been ‘calling 
«The most seasonable time to write them ‘‘put-backs,” and I.contend 

just too late to be seasonable to read” that my designation is the more ac- 
—‘seasonable writing as impor- curate one—for alas! those sections 
tant as seasonable reading”—just. don’t Go back of themselves—far 
what I was goingtosay, Mr. Culley. from it—they have to be pur back 
We have had it hinted of late that -—laborously, just when your labor 
articles should be on seasonable sub- is worth» most;. and. from what. is 

jects. But very few bee-writers hinted, Dr. Miller may have a hun- 
make a business of writing so much dred of such supers at once. That 
as to make it pay to write their ar- means handling at least 2400 sec- 
ticles when the subject is freshest, tions, and assorting them besides, 
then hold them until the proper time for of course Dr. Miller..must put 
to apply them. They hav’nt the those nearest completion at the out- 
time to sit down and do a lot of side of the super, and the lightest 
work ahead. Again, even from the ones in the center, if he does as I 

readers point of view, it is just as have been doing. I »‘must ‘have 
well to have somewhat unseasonable handled over a hundred such supers 
articles, at least from September to this season, and have been thinking 
April or May; for he too, especially seriously of a plan to avoid this 
at this time of year, has the prob- work. for every hour is precious 
lems of the past season fresh in at that time of year, and the time 
mind, and can bring a keener inter- saved could be used to: very good 
est to their consideration, than when advantage elsewhere. The reason 
nearly a year has elapsed since he Dr. Miller thinks it has to be done 
last thought of of them, and by lay- is not given, but I infer that his 
ing the foundation of next year’s bees act like mine, i. e. are very 
work now he will havealongertime slow to finish the outside rows of 
to digest the subject thoroughly, and sections; and if the sections are left 
make such modifications in his pro- on long enough for. that purpose, 
posed plans from time to time as they will lose their whiteness. 
mature consideration may suggest. Others will doubtless say ‘‘why not 

One such subject is touched on use section-holders or wide frames, 
page 493 of Gleanings. Dr. Miller and rearrange them when the cen-
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tral ones are finished?” That would direct question, I would ask him 
be handling four sections at a time how he came to that conclusion. 
instead of one, to be sure. I did But I suppose he would only re- 

: spond with ‘It’s shorter” or some 
seme of that work, oe us Beaee ns equally | inconsequential quibble. 
and conclude that while itis about § §5 we can only guess and wonder— 

as good, it is’nt enough better, if or, better, try something ourselves, 
any, to be a satisfactory solution. and then we will KNOow. Ihave not 

It still takes a lot of time, doubtless tied the Pettit system, but have 
b a th Cee aess bith frequently noticed that the row of 
See 2 Ee vae See piers sections next the wedze-board of a 

é the bees) in a super have to be hand- super is almost always further along 
led, which makes it take nearly or than the outside row on the other 
quite as long as handling a parr of side of the super; and am told by 
the sections, without the bees, by an Arkansas valley bee-keeper that 
Dr. Miller’s plan. I think that no he adopts the other feature of the 
one will deny that if we could get Pettit system, that of making the 

the bees to finish a super of sections home-returning field bees crawl up 
evenly all over, the outside rows as: the side of the hive by using taper- 
soon as the center ones, that would ing strips beneath, and’ that he is 
be a much more satisfactory solution successrut in having his outside 
of the problem than any fussing rows finished as soon as the center 
with sections or section-holders. ones. For these two reasons I feel 

Now comes up an interesting like investigating the Pettit plan, or 
point. Mr. Pettit, of Canada, claims something like it, in spite of Dr. 
he ‘has a system of management Miller’s cold stare. Mr. Doolittle 
which will do that very thing, and criticised the Pettit idea by saying 
enable us to save valuable time by the field bees don’t store the honey 
handling supers instead of sections in the super anyway, bat hand it 
until the end of the season. He over to the young bees to store, so 
uses perforated followers, with bee- it makes no difference where they 
spaces behind them, between the are: forced to alight. The bee- 
two outside rows of sections and keeper I referred to, when I men- 
the side rows of the super; and also tioned this, replied that constitutes 
compels the bees to crawl up the no objection to the theory, for if 
sides of the hive when they come in the old bees do hand over the nectar 
from the fields, instead of on the 10 the first young bees they come 

combs, by using tapering strips, to, if that transaction takes place 
wide at the front. end, under the on the sides of the hive, it amounts 
sides of the hive, instead of the to exactly the same asif they had 
usual bee-space strips; claiming that stored it themselves; for then the 
both features are essential to his  youne bees store it in the first avail- 
system. :Now, Dr. Miller must able cells, i. e. nearest the sides’ of 
know of the Pettit system and its the hive. One may mildly wonder 
claims. He does not. practice it, why Mr. Doolittle, with his lofty 

but follows his old plan, though the contempt for theorizing of any sort, 
Pettit plan could easily be tried. should thus employ it himself, in- 
Therefore he as good as says ‘The stead of testing the matter in prac 
Pettit plan is not worth trying.” tice on a sufticiently large scale to | 
If any satisfaction were to be got determine it; but it’s no use to won- 
out of Dr, Miller by asking him a der now, for he knows when to stop,
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and like the gentleman in ‘Our separators should caution us not to 
Mutual Friend,” has doubtless long expect too much from merely 
since put the subject and all its im- mechanical devices. There is an- 
plications forever behind him with other way to approach the problem. 
a comprehensive gesture. Mr. H. Ranchfuss in his home yards 

Being very short of timethissum- has little trouble with unfinished 
mer, and sometimes of material, I sections during the flow. His bees 

used a number of last year’s sec- don’t finish a lot of sections in the 
tions, with more or less honey in center long before they finish the 
them, for the outside rows ina outside ones, but work evenly, as a 
number of supers in one yard, and rule. Out of one lot of 100 supers 
noticed that in those supers the bees taken off at one time this summer, 

as a rule COMMENCED work on the he only put back enough sections to 
new sections in the rows next the fill four supers. I tell him he has 
outside ones. They did not finish peculiar bees, which he is inclined 
them sooner than the center-ones, to dispute, but I think I am right, 
but as soon, so that IT was almost forthe bees in his furthest yard 
always enabled to handle supers in- don’t act that way, and Dr. Miller’s 
stead of sections in that yard, in bees evidently don’t act that way, 
such cases. Of course, sucha means and the bees at Montrose never did, 

of arriving at the result wouldhard- except here and there a coolny; and 
ly pay in ordinary cireumstances— my bees in the yard nearest to his, 
it makes more supers of new sec- which were largely bought in that 
tions to handle, for one thing. But neighborhood, build more evenly 
it suggests an idea that may be than my other bees, eighteen miles 
worth while, that iftwo very THIN away. So, then, it may largely be 

permanent combs, one on each side, controlled by breeding. I have 
were allowed to remain in each su- never seen this point mentioned 
per throughout the season, the bees among those which should character- 
in ordinarily strong colonies would ize a good queen, and suggest that 
likely finish the outside rows soon it receive serious consideration. « 
enough to enable one to handle su- The editor of the American Bee 
pers instead of sections, just as well Journal casually informs his readers, 
as if the combs were thick, and the on page 456 of that paper, that F. 
expense of the honey thus perma- L. Thompson thinks the letter of 
nently invested, as it were, would Prof. Gillette about the wax-moth 
be slight. Ihave thought of lay- question, and the words introducing 
ing a sheet of foundation on an or- it. (reviewed in the June ProGres- 
dinary separator, warming it suffi- srve,) might be misleading, ete. 
ciently to attach it to the wood, Now, who is F. L. Thompson, I 

then cleating it with five half-inch wonder, and what is his think 

cleats and placing it outside of each worth? It was the editor who used 
outside row in T-supers made slight- the words ‘‘the moth that infests 
ly wider than usual. This would comb-honey there,” and what the 

give two permanent 1-6 inch combs — editor now thinks is not said—pre- 
(after once being built out) next the sumably the same as before. An 
outside of each super, and have the injustice has been, and is, done to 

same effect as if the two outside Colorado bee-keepers by allowing 
rows were honey-combs. I have those words to stand without re- 
never tried it. traction. That sort of shuffling 

However, the failure of fence won't do any more good than foran
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ostrich to hide its head in the sand may be assurep that the bees of a 
and think its body invisible, as was strong colony do better work in 
formerly believed. The title of the comb-building by being as unimped- 
last paragraph on the subject is as possible in their movements from 
“Colorado and Wax-Moths.” Like. one part of the super to the other. 

pulling teeth to give up, is’nt it? Fence separators, therefore, arE of 
“Carniolans look. about like great value in producing well-filled 

blacks......As both races of bees sections.” Truly, the human mind 

came from Germany, it may be as- is great. 
sured that there are many crosses A bad mistake oceurs in the Sep- 

between thetwo. Itisvery difficult tember ProGresstyn, page 260, col- 
therefore, to get pure Carniolans.” umn 1, line 2 from the bottom. 
—Gleanings, page 644. “By taking a Porter escape-board, 

So the mountainous province of and leaving the esvape off” it should 
Carniola; or Krain, is a part of Ger- read, not ‘‘on”. It would make a 
many, and therefore black bees are  pretty.kettle of fish to leave the es- 

all mixed in with the Carniolans? I cape on. I will take the opportun- 
assert, and that calmly, that for ity to sum up the central idea azain, 

electrifying statements no periodi- for if it is not understood, the whole 
cal quite equals Gleanings; none. - thing is nonsense. Conditions: 
The Kmperor Franz Josef should Beginning of the flow, fair pros- 
have a care lest his heterogeneous pects, strong colonies, intense de- 
empire be eventually all partitioned — sire of the apiarist to be able to stay 
and given away to the other powers away days at a time from the apiary 
through the enterprise of one little any time he wants to. Necessary 
American journal. I have heard implements: Extra hives with 
that another mountainous province, starters, queen-excluders, supers and 
Kaernter, which has a variety of sections, and boards fitting the hives 
bees much resembling the Carnio- and supers with bee-space rims, hav- 
lans, and said to equalthem in work- ing a small hole in the rim in front, 

ing qualities, often ships its bees a larger hole in the center of the 
for Carniolans; but how in thunder board, and a simple channel, made 

the Carniolan peasants, without any of pieces of lath, connecting the 

knowledge of modern queen-breed- small hole in the rim with the en- 
ing, could keep Carniolan bees for . trance of thehive. Method: Take 

centuries in Germany with blacksall the old hive off its bottom-board, 
around them, and have any pure set to one side, put the new hive 
Carniolans at all—well, only Glean- with starters in its place, shake off 

ings can solve the mystery. But the bees of the old iive in front of 
there isa still more awe-inspiring the new one, looking out for the 
discovery in that little paragraph— queen, but taking no extra time for 
nothing less than a néw system of that purpose. If the queen is seen, 
reasoning; Bacon and Locke, hide let her alone, and put the comb she 

your diminished heads!—*‘It may is on in the new hive, if a brood 
be ASSURED that so and so is true. comb. , If the queen is not seen, be 
Such and such an influence there- sure to shake off everything in front 
fore 1s true”—oh that I could have of the new hive, and put one comb 
wielded such a weapon inthe debat- of brood in it. Replace the combs 
ing society! This throws a blaze in the old hive, replacing the one 
of light on former conclusions left out by an empty comb or a 
reached by Gleanings;as thus: ‘It sheet of foundation. Puta queen-
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excluder on, put a section super on had started no cells until after the 
that (I would recommend full sheets operation was performed, so that 

of foundation in the sections,) put tie young queen wonld likely be in- 
the board referred to above on top  ferior. In that case a ripe queen- 
of the super, place the old hive on cell from good stock might be slip- 
top of the board, put the cover on, pedinabove. If increase is desired, 
and attach the channel to the front then no channel at all is necessary, 
of the pile by a single nailso as to and by removing the old colony to 
cover the hole in the rim of the a new stand one week after the 
board, and terminate at theentrance. operation, the job is done, of course 

_ As the channel should be made with making sure that it has good queen- 
but three sides, the fronts of the cells, as above. In this way swarm- 

hives and super serving for the ing is prevented without taking 
fourth side, it is obvious that when extra time to look for-queens or éut 
the lower end rests on thealighting- queen-cells. There may be some 
board, the bees can only get out of colonies in the yard not strong 
it by passing into the entrance of enough to stand that treatment, and 
the hive below, and no bees can get yet likely to swarm if not watched; 
into it from the outside. Results: but they will be so few that the 
Enough bees go up in the old hive  apiarist can easily inform himself of 
through the center hole of the board their condition before leaving, and 
to attend to the brood, enough bees cut out the queen-cells necessary. 
remain with the queen to start a There is some repetition in the 
new brood-nest below (and their above; but after reading what'I had 
number is daily increased as the written on page 262 and 261, I con- 
brood takes less attention in the cluded that no one but a specialist 
hive above,) and work in the super would wade through it, and that it 

is promptly begun, especially if was especially vulnerable to Mr. 
there are full sheets there, and car- Steeburg’s criticisms, so thought 
ried on with energy, and the super best to make it as plain as possible 
combs are not darkened by the old for beginners. 
combs above, because there is a Another important point is raised 
board between, and there is no by this. I made a good many ‘arti- 
swarming, because the bees have ficial swarms this year, by another 
virtually been -made to swarm. plan, and there was considerable 
Next, if increase is not desired, trouble from absconding, though I 
stop up the central hole in the gave the swarms frames-of young 
board in four or five days. This brood. Now the question is, will 
forces all flying bees above to join swarms made by the method I have 
the force below, through the outside’ outlined above ever abscond?. Be- 
channel, and weakens the old colony cause if they do, the plan is a fail- 
8o that there will be no after-swarm- ure. They did not in the instances 
ing when the young queens hatch. in which I applied the plan last sum- 
When the young queen goes out to mer, but they were not numerous 
mate, she too will probably join enough to be decisive. But, from 
the force below on her return, and theoretical considerations, [ am en- 
what becomes of her, or of the old couraged to hope that absconding 
queen. i. e. which survives, you will will not occur. Why should it? 
probably not care—at least [ don’t During the first few days, the only 

—unless the colony had previously time absconding may occur, the bees 
made no preparations toswarm, and below are not strong enough. It. is
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almost always, if not always, a it was unscientific. - It was based 

STRONG swarm that absconds. The on our’ own experience, primarily, 
bees above will hardly be impelled but it certainly would have been un- 
to do so, for they are queenless, and scientific to have entirely ignored 
weakened beside. There seems to the experience of other bee-keepers 
be no reason why this plan does not with the same fixture. If there is a 
put the bees contentedly at work royal road to truth it is the highway 
from the start; but if forany reason of the consistent. If there is such 
it will turn out differently, I will a thing as proceeding scientifically, 
report it. then to look avi the facts fairly in 

Well, Somnambulist, now foryou the face and reach a conclusion ac- 

(p- 266). ‘Punishment sometimes counting for and harmonizing all 
applied to those who are totally in- the facts is scientific. Science is 
nocent.” Very true; but what of theory gone to seed; theory is science 
it? Why such a highly irrevelant in embryo. Inthepresent instance, 
remark? ‘‘Say was it by a slip of to illustrate: We had fenves in 
the pen that ‘Mr. Hutchinson is un- fast flows of ’99 and in slow flows 
doubtedly right in preferring excel- in both ’98 and ’99 and found them 
lent original work to comments: on good in ’99 and of no apparent ben- 
the same, etc.’ found its way into efit, but rather detrimental-in 98. 
print?” Why, no, Somnambulist. “Dr. Miller had reported an experi- 
Not that I know of. Isn’t it true, ment with them in ’98 during a 
as a general principle? If any inu- slow flow. Other reiiable data was 
endo had been intended (but it was- available. (We think as little of 
n't): I would have hit myself as hard _ testimonialsas Mr. Thompson thitiks 
as anybody. ‘To tell the whole of them). Now, an unscientific tes- 
truth, I would not have passed you  timonial writer would have testified 
by so often.” I don’t know what to. on the ’99 fast flow experience fay- 
make of that; but atany rate, I hope orably, or on the ’98 and ’99 slow 
always to be passed by if#1 don't flow experience unfavorably accord- 
bring up points of value enough to ing to the whim possessing him; but 
be discussed on their intrinsic mer- we interpreted ail our own exper- 
its, and would rather not be noticed iences and reached the conclusion 

at.all out of mere politeness; so- that fences were a detriment in slow 
called. flows, or with weak colonies and an 

Denver, Colo. advantage in fast flows’ with strong 
ee colonies. And, incidentally, we 

Concerning Plain and Fence Separa- showed that this explained the ex- 

tors, etc. perience of Dr. Miller and other 

aS scientific bee-keepers. 
$. P. CULLEY. We respectfully cite Mr. Thomp- 

In October Procressiyr, page son to our Aug. ’99 Procressive 
259, Mr. F. L. Thompson referring article for our ideas of conducting 
to a former article of mine says: © and reporting experiments; wherein 

“Hi, thinks I to myself” etc, to we showed how, by overlooking 
“and I continue to be skeptical.” conditions, flows, seasons, colony 

The object of my article was to strength, ete., experiments in differ- 
give the bottom facts about plain ent years might indicate that nail- 
and fence separators. To intimate kegs were the best bee-hives om 
that it was based on ‘‘unscientifie earth. 
testimonials” is also to intimate that But to Mr. Thompson’s questions,
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which are pertinent and proper of both. In ’99 we used fences and 
enough, have I tried fences? Cer- plain separators pretty much the 
tainly [have. Think of a man, a same asin 798. We had two fast 
bee-keeper. (whom Mr. Leahy says flows that year. During the fast 
is one of the largest in Mo.,) and a_ flows the bees entered the fenced 
writer—think of him going ontside supers more promptly and gave. bet- 
of his own experience altogetherand ter finished work. Instead of see- 
sitting down and perpetrating arti- tions wherein the honey would not 
cles by compiling from ‘‘testimo- touch the bottom, we had it fastened 
nials”. And picture him not only solid and the bottom rows of cells 
counting testimonials for something actually bulged slightly and were 
to write, but as also being so indis- sealed to the wood all round. 
criminating as to use or rely upon During ’99 we conducted six. ex- 
‘indefinite, irresponsible and un- periments with individual colonies 
scientific” testimonials! —too long to detail, but conducted 

“To what-extent” have we used as impartially as we knew how with 
fences? Not very extensively but nothing in view except to get at the 
have made some pretty thorough bottom facts. 
and careful tests. Weare not contending. for nor 

The conditions and data of our against fences; not writing testimo- 
experiments have been briefly as nials for any make of separators. 
follows:—and these perhaps should We do not approve of ‘*booming” 
have been given when we stated (or any hive, device, fixture or what not, 
“asserted”) the conclusions we had for the purpose of making sales ir- 
reached. We first used fences in respective of the articles offered. 
98, which was avery poor yearhay- We regret any injustice which may 
ing only one fair flow, no fast flow. be promoted by those in position to 
They were used side by side with largely dictate the trend supplies 
plain separators and ‘I’ supers un- shall take. And we are optimistic 
separatored. enough to believe that the tendency 

Colonies with plain separators is now away from that sort of thing. 
would be found chiseling away Mr. Thompson-continues:—‘‘Then, 
slowly in the middle of the supers, aside from the apparently absent 
while of apparently equal strength. fact, I don’t see into the theory that 
with fences would do nothing inthe underlies those assertions. Wuy 
supers. Some colonies with plain. should free communication across 
separators kept pegging away till the supers with strong colonies give 
the supers were about full and all faster work and better finish when 
was fairly well finished except the bees are everywhere anyway?” 
outside rows of sections, while others It should require no argument to 
of apparently equal strength provid- convince anyone that any and all 
ed with fences would perhaps finish box riggings are more or less un- 
the two or three central rows of sec- natural. Ina state of nature Mr. 
tions fairly weil, but all the rest of Bee ensconces himself in a hollow 
super would be poorly finished, not tree, builds his comb for both brood 
fastened solidly to the wood, per- and honey, uses it for either, makes 

haps the bottom not-touching the cells deep or shallow as he will. or 
wood at all. To sum np the exper- as his space permits. If the woods 
ience of 98: we thought then that were full of supers filled with sec- 
plain sections were ahead. of fences tion boxes we doubt whether bees 
and unseparatored supers ahead would take to them, but would, we
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think, prefer an unobstructed cavity. cussion of specialty in bee-keeping. 
But in storing comb-honey the bees The intent was to draw out the 

find brood-combs { inches thick truth as to whether bee-keeping 
over which they must crawl, then — lat 1 Seok Wich 
pass one stick, then craw! througha COUld be made a spxcrar. business 80 

small hole in a zine excluder, then One could engage in a livelihood 
pass two sticks and. unload inalittle and as a sole support; otherwise, to 

4x4 room in comb 14 inches thick. determine what other pursuits would 
Is the building of such comb a nat- best combine with it. It occurs to 
ural thing for bees to do? Certain- me that a few more thoughts along 
ly not. Nor canwemakeitnatural; that line would be appropriate fol- 
but free communication makes it lowing the discussion on organiza- 

slightly less unnatural. tion in the preceding chapter. 
It may be said that in the brood Perhaps those who read the Re- 

chamber each comb is virtually a yiew when that matter was discuss- 
separator and there is noacross; but eq will remember that I took the 

comb is next to comb; it is not a ground that it was a wise thing to 
comb and a board and a comb and he ‘well up” in some particular 

then another board. Hive aswarm  pranch, almost if not altogether an 
in a body. with separators between expert, but for the greatest safety 
the frames and see what the bees and the most enjoyment in life, we 
will do, Pl warrant they will not should not confine ourselves to oN 
half like it. Apropos of what Mr. yarrow track. To become ab- 

Thompson says on page 260, with sorbed in one thing to the utter ex- 
us, putting the “old queens with her glusion of every otherline, is wrong- 
two combs of brood and some addi- ing ourselves and others. ‘The av- 

tional empty combs in an upper erage man has enough faculties de- 
story with an excluder beneath, nine veloped or capable of development 
days before removing” results usual- to allow of engaging to some extent 

ly in the bees complacently starting in several things, and with a reason- 
a lot of queen cells below the exclud- able degree of success. Why learn 

er and contracting the swarming to handle bees and know nothing 
fever, With us bees usually start about poultry, fruit, gardening gen- 

cells in any upper or lower story eral farming, mechanical work, lit- 
from which the queen is excluded erary social and political affairs, etc. ? 

for two days. A man need not sacrifice a general 
Higginsville, Mo. knowledge and the pleasure that 
SS comes with that knowledge, in or- 

80090 000000000009O000 00008 der oe aos degree in we 
@ special line. ead, observe, thin 

or EERIENCE ann Me LESSONS. 3 ae: hunt for knowledge. When 
$ R. C. Aikin. $  wearied with your specialty turn 
L29HOHOOHHHHHHHOHHHHOHHHOGHHOHOH aside to something else, and rest. 

(Continued from Oct. PROGRESSIVE.) Specialty is all right; by it, we 

CHAPTER XXXII. obtain results that cannot be had 
otherwise. My specialty is honey 

Specialty in Bee-Keeping.—Stick to One production, yet I have studied some- 

MMING SS cae tee ich te what general farming, fruit, garden- 
: ——— ing, poultry, building, mining and 
Some years ago the Bee-Keepers’ several other things. By the side 

Review devoted an issue to the dis- issues I get pleasure for myself, am
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better able to give pleasure to oth- marketing, and likewise better for 
ers, and to fill the place and duties the marketing or selling agent to 
of a citizen. Strive to know many know something about producing. 
things, but to excel in one or more If there was a little more diversified 

lines. It is just about as easy to knowledge there would not be so 
pick up a general knowledge along much misunderstanding and accus- 
with our specialty, as to get the ing others with whom we deal di- 
specialty without the other. The rectly or indirectly. 
diversified attainments do not take When one makes a specialty of 
from the special; they are so much one thing, sticks to that thing year 
extra, with little or no diminution by year, and is ever alert to know 
of the other. Now to apply the what will lead to success, he learns 
thonght. to discount all amateurs—even dis- 

While my specialty is honey pro- counts himself. The man who 
duction, I am ever studying the dis- tries bee-keeping a few years, and 
tribution of the product. I might then changes off to some other bus- 
stick to the producing partand have iness, then again finding the next 
great crops to sell, but if I know choice unprofitable, tries stilla third 
not the first principles of marketing, line, and so on, will be a lifetime 
what am I todo? Some.shark can learning new businesses, and yet 
euchre me out of my earnings, and  neyer reaches that degree of perfec- 
finding me apretty good hand at tion in any that he can make a suc- 
supplying that which brings him a cess. 
goodly income I get the chance. to Environments may cause one to 
continue the process so long as I cease a business and reluctantly 

will. choose something else; such are ex- 

No, people who handle our pro-  cusable, of course; but to keep 
duce are not all. rascals by any changing because there srrMs a bet- 
means; just as there are rascally ter chance in some other business, 
producers, there is the same dis- usually leads to failure. This is il- 
play of depraved humanity in the lustrated by the ever changing tide 
other lines. A middle-man, go-be-- to and from apiculture. There 

tween, agent, or whatever you call comes a year or two of good crops; 
him, isa necessity. I try to be possibly with it fair prices. "Tis 
above the common producer, yet at then there is a grand rush, and a lot 

the same time I try hard to know of green hands undertake the pro- 
within a reasonable degree what is duction of honey, only to find that 
necessary in the disposal of my pro- this, too, does not bring in the de- 
duce. We should know that he sired wealth. I have many times 
who handles our produce is willing told would-be competitors that they 
and wiiu do the fair thing by us, could not possibly compete with me; 
and above all we should set the ex- jt was out of the question to think 
ample by fair dealing on our part. they could, without previous exper- 

Now make the application to our  jence, do what my years of experi- 
business. Learn well to produce, ence would enable me to do. A 

know what you need in the way of very common fault is to carelessly 
amarket, but not being expert in estimate the profits of another man’s 
the marketing, have some one to do business, get out of whatever we 
that part who can and will do it may be at, and try the new. No 
well. It is all the better for the man can succeed against a more ex- 
producer to know something about — perienced one under equal conditions.
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Combination of capital has the afew colonies. A man with ten 
effect to facilitate the conduct of colonies of bees, a few dozen hens, 
business, and the great combina- two or three pigs, a cow, horse, 
tions usually continue in business fruit and a vegetable garden, and 
for many years. Think of the ab- above all owNnING THESE THINGS, - 
surdity of a railway company, or can live and be comfortable in a 
any great business that requires modest way, but cannot well lay up 
hundreds of thousands or even mil- money. The man with his hun- 
lions of dollars, together with years dreds of colonies, and selling at a 
of time to put the system to com- given price, will make more money 
pletion and get it fully established, per colony from his apiaries than 
deciding that they will change to will the man with the few. Then 
something else for profit. The way with the garden, fruit and other 
to make a railway pay is to build things in a small way he has advan- 
and equip it, then push it and just tage of the man with limited means. 
make it pay. The way to make the But what will the poor man do if 
bee business a success is to stay by he cannot compete with his more 
it long enough and push it hard well-to-do neighbor? Select some 
enough to make it succeed: one thing that he will push as a 

It seems to be a fact that special- specialty, keep that thing growing 
ists in the exclusive sense are almost as he is able, and all the while hold 
surely a set of cranks. Cranky fast tothe other side issues and 

cranks that cannot even do adecent helps that go far toward supporting 
job of turning save in just the one the family. Do the specialty well, 
thing, are not companionable nor push to the front, and let no one 
pleasant to be with, except when excel you in it, and keep the other 
discussing the one thing they know. things going in good shape, too, 
Who would expect a bee crank even though limited. 
always grinding bees to enjoy The poor man has a hard row to 
a visit from a brickmaker, a ma- hoe at best (I wish it were not so), 
chinist, a wheat, hog orcattle-grow- yet most of our well-to-do people 
er? A diversified mental make-up push up from little things to the 
was never intended to be neglected greater, and largely by hard econo- 
and used only in part. While one. my at first. Persevering and in- 
is making bees a specialty, he can domitable industry is the price of 
keep posted on politics and other an honest competency. Let no man 
social and civil matters, grow gar- try to get up by dishonest methods. 
den, fruit, poultry and other things. Remember that mere might and 
Someone has truly said we can be brute force will not succeed these 
specialists and yet not confine days; it takes careful calculation 
oureelves to one thing. and counting the cost. Think and 

There is almost a necessity thata reason. It is much more easy to 
poor man, one with little or no cap- think and reason on a matter than 
ital to push a business in a special to undertake a thing ‘without the 
and wholesale way, should engage reasoning and, after a failure, to do 
in several lines. Competition is the thinking. If there was more 
sharp, and the man who has hun- solid scientific reading and think 
dreds of colonies of bees, and an ing, instead of the trashy novels 
equipment in proportion with all that are ever present, much better 
the facilities to handle them, can conditions would exist. 
produce cheaper than the man with Loveland, Colo.
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Recapitulation by G. M. Doolittle. head with his ideas about the cranky 
—e— specialists. But when it comes to bee- 

“Specialty In Bee-Keeping.”’—This keepers. poultry raisers. etc., I cannot 

is the way Bro. A. -heads his article, think otherwise than that he has got 

(in part), buton reading it through I ‘‘soured” in some way. 

find very little in iv about bees, and 

still less ahout making bee-keeping, “an Expert.’—This is what Bro. A. 

pure and simple, areal specialty. Bro. thinks every bee-keeper should be, and 
A. thinks that we bee-keepers should Tight here, and at this very point, is 
combine polities, pig raising, small where those within hearing distance 

fruit, poultry raising, and a hundred of where my type-writer sits, heard a 
and one other things with our bee- loud amen.. No man should undertake 

keeping, and at the same time bea to become even a hod-carier, unless. 

specialist. at bee-keeping. Can this be with that undertaking, comes the 

done? [wait with bated breath forthe strong desire from the start, to become 
anewer And if it can, may it not turn an expert atit. And the manor woman 

out after a little, thatthe politicsor the who has no idea of a business, further 

poultry raising, or the smal! fruit, will than to watch the sun to see how svon 

be the specialty, instead of the bee- the days work will be done, or how soon 
keeping? the dinner hour will arrive, will never 

ave become an expert, a specialist or a suc- 
s One Thing.’’—This is the : 

einer psrvot the tonliog of Br A's SEMIN MONON, Suh dole aeey 
article, and yet after reading the article k - 2 

I find be saves right the iat to ee, ee eee 

this, and says they which dosuch things see aan 7 ee 
are always apt to be cranky, yes more 

than that, the crankiest kind of cranky, “An Expert. How?’—But Bro. A, 

hardly fit to treat his brother of an- ‘sort of” carries the idea that a man 

other profession decent. with no socia- or woman can be an expert at different 

bility or anything which goes towards things atthe same time. Someway I 

making the world or those about him have my doubts about this. I think a 

feel happy and pleasantin hiscompany, person becomes an expert by taking 

unless they turn the same-crank he one thing ata time and studying and 

does. If Bro. A’s. ideas of the special- Joving that very thing at the time be- 

ist are conceded to be right, God deliv- ing, only. Pardon a personal illustra- 

er the world from the real true special- tion. When I wasa boy all grass was 

ist, whether he be a bee-keeper, hog cut with a scythe. My ambition was to 

admirer, a poultry fancier, or a politi- become anexpert mower. But father 

cian. By the way, some of the people said 1 was too young and slender to think 

are now being annoyed byafewofthose of mowing. On my way home from 

of the latter profession. J am willing school one day I went into the lot where 

to accept Bro. A’s. views of the“‘cranky a good-natured old man was cutting 

crank” when his specialty is the boom- grass and told him how I wanted tobe a 

ing of his candidate for president, gov- good mower. He asked me if I had 

ernor, sheriff or constable. It is evi- ever ‘‘swungascythe?”’ I told him I 

dent that the candidate has become the had not. He then put the scythe into 

specialty at the present time in this my hands, saying the secret of being a 
country, and wise and just principles of good mower was to keep the ‘“‘heel” of 

government are relegated to the back- the scythe close to the ground, and 
ground. And along this political lineI standing behind, with his hands on 

believe Bru. A. bits the nail on the mine, guided the scythe, while I{?) did
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the mowing, very much asthe childdrives with his business when it has its downs 

when papa sits behind holding the is to be pitied, and nine out of ten of 

reins. He said my father was right in the ever changing ones, cannot. Here- 

thinking I was too young and slender  inlies the trouble. This change most 

to do much mowing, but ifI would call always takes place when our business 

now and then on my way from school has its downs and the other fellow’s bus- 

he would let me mow a little so as to iness has its ups; so we sell out ours 

learn how. Without drawing out the while at its lowest ebb, thereby being 

story, suffice it to say that when father obliged to sacrifice very much, and buy 

first gave me a scythe and said I could the other fellow’s business at “high 

try my hand at mowing, he said, after tide,” which obliges us to pay oxorbi- 

watching me for a little, “Son, you are tant prices. We now follow our new 

a better mower than Mr. —— who con- and profitable (?) business from the up 

siders himself an expert.” NextItried part, all along its way downward, and 

the ‘grain cradle,’”? then shearing when it getsinto the down part, we sell 

sheep, husking corn, quarrying stone, out again and buy with the ups, and so 

cutting hair or barbering ete., becom- on to the end oflife. And as Bro. A. 

ing that efficient in all of these things, well says, such a course ‘‘leads to fail- 

that the demand for myself wasgreater ure” and if he had put always before the 

than I could fill. Then lastly I tried word ‘‘leads” he would have told it ex- 

bee-keeping, and “‘scribbling away” for actly. Itis the man that sells at high 

the bee-papers, regarding which I will tide and buys at the ebb, that makes 

not stop to explain, only to say that the profitable change. But the man 

every one of these things have been who sticks to his business all through 

taken up one ata time and added to the ups and downs, is the “happy man,” 

the preceding one, till the total sum even should he not have so many dol- 

makes me what Iam today. And what lars at his death. 
havel today? A comfortable living i 

this oa ae Sie e aot “The Poor Man Has a Hard Row to 
F i: >  Hoe.’’—This is what Bro. A. tells us, 

other than in making those about me Z ; 
happier and better; and in the world to fheusSdas: byaweye Ol parentiieeis ibe s “dif “1 an » th h wished it were not so. I also wish it 
Soe eee ae nrough our were not so, and as nearly all bee-keep- 
Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ; that be- 
; . ers are poor men and women, and as 

ADS eCie Oe enna value enan ‘Experience and its Lessons” together 
comes to the oné who does not trust in ae en 2 e 

3 ‘ with my recapitulations, have not held 
Christ for salvation, even though he Mlogely to bec Keeplucconclare ak 

counts his dollars by the million. eee SG ae 
wish to say in closing, that our present 

The Rolling Stone GathersNo Moss. economical system is a// against the 
—Ifthe reader did not read carefully poor, but honest toiler, and in favor of 

what Bro. A. says about changing busi- the man who does little if anything to- 

ness often, I wish he or she would go _ wards the-producing of wealth, but lives 

over it again and again, till what he off the wealth produced by the honest 

says is thoroughly impressed upon the toiler, whom he is enabled to roh 

mind, for in this being dissatisfied with through the unjust system of the pre- 
the business we are in, and turning to sent. And the main “spoke in the 

something which looks more profitable wheel” of our unjust economical system, 
every little while, lies the “rock” on is the private ownership and monopoly 

which thousands and millions have of /and. The land was given by a kind 

been shipwrecked financially. There father as a common heritage to the chil- 

are “ups and downs” in all business  pren of men, and in the first ery uttered 

affairs, and the man who cannot stay by the new born babe, that babe inher
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its enough of the land for his comfort become] at digging till he found the 
and necessities, just as much, andin as fundemental principles underlying our 

true a sense, as he inherits enough of political and economical structure, he 

the water. air and light, for the same never would have thrown ‘‘assumption,” 

purpose. But our unjust system says ‘‘assertion” and ‘‘demagogue’’ at me, 

he cannot have his portion of the land, as he did on page 262 of the September 

no, not even enough of it on which to PROGRESSIVE. To prevent heing ac- 

set a hive of bees, unless he has the cused of pointing out an evil without 

money to buy, buy that which by rightis giving a remedy, I wish to say that the 

his. And so thousands ard millions of _ remedy for the evils in our political and 

our people are struggling in poverty economic system lies in direct legisla- 

because they cannot have access totheir tion, through the ‘‘initiative and refer- 

rightful inheritance, because some endum.” I have not time to enlarge on 
baron or lord in the old world, or some this matter, nor is this the place, even 

monopolist in the new, holds aspurious — though it is amatter which directly con- 

written title, to enough of the acres of cerns every keeper of bees. However, 

the United States, togive these millions these things are well worth looking 

a comfortable support, were they not into, even to the becoming an expert 

shut off their acres by these title deeds. in these matters, for on them hang the 

Give man access to the land as an all- life or death of our republic, yea, more, 

wise father intended, and “strikes” the future happiness or misery of the 

would be an unheard of thing. and the world. 
millions of exports (above our imports) G. M. DoouiTrLE, Borodino, N. Y. 

from this country, which makes this © = 

country so prosperous [?] of late, would 

not go over to add to the unearned P j 
riches of foreign land holders. No % 

mine owner could cut the wages of the h y 

miner so that he would be caused to ~~ 
“strike,” because what he received in j 

wages would not feed and cloth him and 4 i — ie { 

his family, if the miner could have free Cf TON il ——— 
access to his rightful part of the land, UM WS a ee 
from which he could produce this food | -_ 
and clothing. “Give one man the title TT ee i 4 4 
deed to the whole world, and he could q i} /} if fF | 4 
make the other 1,500,000,000 subject to Oe ae 
him, is something which does not need 777) =a 

demonstrating. And in proportion as i) al | e 1 a j 
the few secure what belongs to the h 1) { — a = 
many, just in that proportion the many W///8 a ie 
are oppressed, and in the Bible, God’s == = ae 
woe is plainly announced against the i 3 
ee a. ae and ee THE “HIGGINSVILLE SMOKER.” 

whether in land or ot! erwise, aire base : 

on special privileges, and these special Nex Good Smoker fora isle Money. 

privileges, granted in the United States, SHE SIGGINGVIELE SMOKER A DANDy: 
come through our representative form of ee enue Smoker ise Penge Wade a 
government. or government by party. Holden, Mo. 
Had Bro. F. L. Thompson been an ex- Price 75c; by mail, $1.00. Address, 

pert [like Bro. Aikin would have us all LEARY MEG. CO., Higgittsville,Mo.
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buying altogether by weight and ar- 
’ yrange their selling-price accordingly. 

SPENCERIAN PENS If the light weight were caused by 
WRITE WELL WEAR LONG imperfectly filled combs, or partly 
ONCE TRIED ALWAYS USED empty cells, the proposition would 
Samples sent on receipt of x of course be different, and such stock 
return postage 2 cents te would not come into consideration 

4 wen sv in the No. 1 grade, anyhow. 

> aes il Lt oN poe “Now we do not want to be under- 

"coat A oe stood as advocating the reduction of 

a7 Zor - the size of the section; the above re- 
Zin B marks are only bearing on presently 
“ existing conditions. 

Esrasushen 1860 Jf Grape. Only perfectly filled sec- 
socom tions, straightly built and well cap- 

ped, should be graded as No, 1. 
Grading of Honey. Honey and comb must be white. 

eet Sete All sections must be scraped and 
..  PEYCKEBROS. : eieaned: ; 

Referring to your request for an Under No. 2, sections being slight- 
expression on grades of honey, will ly out of shape, lightly capped or 
state that in our estimation the showing an occasional empty cell 
grading tules of the Colorado State may be packed, but this should not 
Bee-Keepers’ Association, as printed include sections that are only about 
in your paper, are not sufficiently half or two-thirds finished; such 
explicit nor sharp enough, in as far ‘‘culls” should be used altogether 
as they refer to quality, and, again, for extracting, 
too strict in reference to weight. AmpBer: Producers having large 

Taking the Jatter point up first:— quantities of amber will do well to 
Weicnr: You restrict the net makea separate grade of their ‘No. 

weight of No. 1 comb on 24-gection 1 amber,” which as a rule will be 
cases to 22 lbs. average, or no case valued at only about one cent below 
to weigh less than 21 lbs. This is No. 1 white, and therefore higher 
not necessary, for you may have 24 than the No. 2. If only small quan- 
sections running only 20 Ibs. net tities it will be best to run it into 
that in all other respects wouldcome No. 2. ; 
up to the requirements of the No. 1 Cases: Use none but 24-section, 
grade, and, in fact, we are of the glass front cases. Wood slide is 

opinion that it is not» altogether an not so objectionable if the regular 
easy matter to average 22 lbs. where case is used so that glass may be 
separators are used; and we advovate substituted at point of destination if 
the use of these, as the average bee- desired. Double deckers are not in 
keeper will obtain better results with favor ineastern markets. The cases 
their help, and will not suffer by should not weigh over 34 lbs. 
such a heavy proportion of seconds Exrracrep: Thetradein extract- 
and culls. Several carloads of the ed honey is growing steadily from 
very best comb honey that we sold year to year, more so than seems to 
during the last season averaged but be realized by western producers. 
little over 20 Ibs., but the honey was You cannot get better value out of 
perfect otherwise and no objection your culls (unless your home trade 
was made by dealers, since they are should take them) than by running
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them throngh the extractor, and we neglected to Italianize and hence has 
firmly believe that in the long: run some very vicious hybrids. Some 
producers would benefit themselves of our queens in this out-yard have 
immensely by never having any ex- evidently met with some of the 
cept strictly No. 1 comp go into the \ squire’s drones, andin spite of our 
market, and use all the rest for ex- — often introducing gentler stock, we 

tracting. have in that yard, bees that I think 
Extracted honey should be put up would fighta buzzsaw. It is among 

in 5-gallon (60-lb.) screw-top tin cans, such bees that one enjoys the safety 
two cans in a case. This has now afforded by a Globe veil, for if prop- 
become the ‘‘standard” package, and erly put on no bee can get inside as 
is being called for, not only all over is often the the case with a veil that 
the United States, but by European falls down over the shoulders. — It is 
markets as well. not as quickly adjusted as some of 

Omaha, Neb. the other kinds, but when in ,place 
————=—__————______——— one feels sure that he will not’ have 
RVTET7 WV his eyes bunged up or his nose or 

Dp | = lips swelled from the effect of stings. 
ut ae en learn ag In adjusting the veil I find it most 
eiobour the: popular convenient to place the frame over 

a the head, and button the brass col- 
Belsian lar, then draw the veil over the 

frame and pull on the two ends of 
Hare the drawing string, see that the face 

$ jaa part of the veil comes in the proper 
send 2c stamp for our booklet. place, wind the loose ends of the 
It tells how to select, care and drawing strings around a shirt but- 

breed, with much other informa- ton and you are ready for the riant- 
Bare ee ign ma arr ca ENEST bees you ever saw, so far as 

HAYWARD RABBITRY. protection to your face and head is 
3250 Hayward Place, — $ concerned. 3 

é Denver, Colo. <5 When first advertised I imagined 
da 222eee= ween they were a cumbersome, unwieldy 
— affair. Later I began to think I 

would like to try one, then sent for 
A Good Bee Veil.An Old Friend one, and since fine it would not 

Heard From. like to do without one. 

Ss. E. MILLER. Bluffton, Mo. 
Ne ae 

Some time last spring I sent to ee : 
you for a Globe beset and in due ... The beauty of 2 ee Se ee 
time received it. After having used like music. —George Eliot. 
it sometime, and under severe cir- “Of course, Susan, if you intend 

cumstances, I desire to report its to get married, that is your own 
merits to your readers, as I believe business,” said one of our good> 
a good thing should be enjoyed by women to her cook, ‘‘but you musn’t 
all. We have an out-yard within forget that marriage is a very seri- 
about a mile of s bee-keeper, who ous matter.” ‘‘Yas’m, I knows it 
some fifteen or twenty years ago was is sometimes,” was the reply, ‘‘but 
an enthusiast on beesand introduced mebbe [le hab better luck dan you 
Italians in his apiary, but has- since did.”
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Churning Siumgum Under Boiling screen and repeat the dipping off. 
Water....----.----. eee eee I then weight down the screen with 

; a heavy weights, and leave over night. 
W. L. PORTER. The heat of the brick and the coals 

: 3 ._ under the furnace will keep the tank 
Getting wax from old combs is at the boiling point for a good many 

certainly one of the most tedious hours, and in the morning wax can 
parts of the work pertaining to the ” he taken off in a cake. This leaves 
bee | business. But the profits are the slumgum quite free of wax. 
sufficient to pay for the trouble, and Denver Colo 
pay well. For all white comb there : teat caeaeete 
is nothing quite equal to the solar oes 
wax-extractor; but for old black His Home Paper. 
comb I have not found it profitable. “Tt’s strange,” said a celebrated 

For rendering old combs I use a author recently, ‘‘and yet not 
tank 15 inches deep and 19 inches strange, how these old associations 
square on top. I have it these cling tous. I was born in a rural 
dimensions so it is suitable for hold- district, and, forty years ago, the 
ing four square 5-gallon cans of little country weekly was the only 
honey for liquefying. This I place newspaper literature we had. It 
ona brick furnace with pipe sufficient was printed every Saturday, and 
to give a good draft, and fill two- when it didn’t come out ‘on time,’ 
thirds full of water. When boiling everybody was in aflurry. Well, I 
I put in old comb until the tank is have not visited my birthplace in 20 
full. I then have a screen made out years, but. during all that time I 
of half-inch lumber, 5 inches wide, have been a subscriber to that little 

and the size just to fit the inside of country weekly. I’ve crossed the 
the can; the lumber is put together seas and it has followed me faith- 
in the form of a box. On thisI fas- fully to foreign capitals. Dve taken 
ten firmly screen wire (window- it from my pocket in the clubs in 
screen) with a brace through the London and Paris, and have read, 

‘middle. When the wax is boiling with all the interest of old, how 
vigorously I place in this frame, ‘Colonel So-and-So is in.our midst,’ 

with the screen up. The five-inch how ‘John Jones Sundayed with us,’ 
frame prevents the slumgum from how ‘our esteemed coroner sat on 
coming up, and the wax will come three dead men yesterday,’ and how 
through the screen. “the editor is thankful for a mess of 

When the frame 1s pressed downI cabbage, but needs some bacon to 
dip off this, and by agitating the boil it with,’ ete. Yes, that little 
frame it Ghurns the refuse, the wax country weekly is a positive joy to 
is liberated and comes on top. I me yet. And the editor doesn’t 
then take out the frame and screen have to dun me for my subscription, 
and stir vigorously, then put in the  cither.”—Atlanta Constitution. 

Zz INVESTIGATE BEFORE YOU BUY. | 
ait Bh We want our customers to be pertetly satistied before: hey spend the r money. Investigate the 

PLS Seen aE claims of all incubators and then decide. We Lelieve you will find that the 

ti ke2es SURE HATCH INCUBATORS 
l if AND COMMON SENSE FOLDING BROODERS are giving better satisfaction 

ou 1 than any other made. It’s because they are so simple, sensible and aure, They are built tor 
IL We Pay the Fretght, || baxy pespte, w io haven't ime to fuss and bother.” Our eatalogue a FREE. We don't fl 

ask vou to pay for it. Isn’tit worth examin'ng? 
SURE HATCH INCUBATOR COMPANY, CLAY CENTER, NEBRASKA.
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Albino Queens. PROGRESSIVE are to be congratulat- 
——S ed that the work has been relegated 

If you wa nt the most prolific queens, the to such competent hands. Our feel- 

pest naey atone te bes} om ings of regret over the loss of an old 
try my Albinos. Untested Qucens, 81.00, friend are not mixed with those akin 

J.D. GIVENS, Lisbon, Tex. to reAR for the future of the Pro- 
Please mention the “Progressive” GREssIvE and this of itself is a bles- 

| sine which T feel “the *Procrucsive 
Parton nastarnrrana people duly appreciate. 

fae . 4 ey] savi Good Things in the Sy ie There is no flattery in saying that 
Bee-Keeping Press, 9 4 our new editor is capable and high- 

: Somnambulist ... . BR : ly worthy the position and I think 
Artarrarres lLameafein saying this: is one of 

the few cases in which the position 
For some time, and it seems a  songht the man instead of, the man 

very long time, the excuse for the sought the position. 
non-appearance of editorials from He has been tried and found “not 
R. B. Leahy has been that he was wanting” and I with all other well- 
off on a ‘‘tower” business or other- meaning people wish he may suc- 
wise, and the readers of the Pro- ceed in reaching the loftiests heights 
GRESSIVE patiently awaited his re- to which his ambition, of which he 
turn, and were confident of being has ample, may direct. 
rewarded for their patient waiting I wonder what proportion of its 
by hearing of his travels, new ideas readers appreciated the October 
he was sure to have picked up and number as I did? So many thor- 
so forth, but judge of the degree oughly practical, as well as thor- 
of surprise as well as of disappoint- oughly interesting articles. First, 
ment when cooly informed, see Oct. the warning to secure ventilation 
Progressive, that, ‘the future has and to guard against surplus moist- 
so much other work in store forme ure in the use of double walled 
that I will write little if anything hives. The question of a general 
at all, for these columns.” Won-  windbreak accomplishing the same 

der if he styles that fair treatment, results at a much reduced cost, 
and, if there are no touchings of which would do away with the hand- 
conscience? Ucu! Wuew!acold wet ling of the cumbersome things as 
blanket that, and the reason assign- well, is well put, and is worthy of 

ed, ‘I feel that greater success serious as well as practical consider- 
awaits me in another direction,” not ation. Then comes one ‘‘Ritter,” 

altogether devoid of selfishness. who will not be downed on the clo- 
But ‘judge not” comes into the ver question; wants it white clover, 
mind andas he reminds us of the too; in fact, insists. Noris he the 
growth of the Progressive under only man over whom WHITE CLOVER 
his manipulation, from six to third seems to hold somewhat bewitching 
in circulation, our exasperated feel- spell or sway. Just hear the clam- 
ings are somewhat mollitied. orings of the market. convince the ° 

In other words we accept the good prospective customer your offerings 
he has done as a peace offering, and are from this source, and you’ve 
hope he may change his mind, and made a sale. 
favor us, at least occasionally, with “Has any bee-keeper ever got any 
some of his ideas. As to Friend pure, unmixed red clover honey?” 
Mitchell, truly the readers of the This query quite forcibly reminds
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me of one of my earlier experiences. I finally mustered up the-courage to 
That first honey you ever ‘‘took,” ask one of the ‘‘vets” as to his opin- 
was’nt it just a little the nicest you. ion in regard to that particular sam- 
ever saw? If you failed.to exper- ple of ‘white clover honey?” ‘nat 
ience that feeling, well thatisaypart’ white clover honey? oh no that is 
of the best in life you’ve lost; sim- from red clover. Don’t you see 
ply gloried in the first honey IT ever how red and how much darker it is 

extracted, being “HARD TO BEAT,” than these others?” 
and such being its character, of Laugh who will at ‘what’s in a 

course, it was none other than white name,” none know. -better than 
clover, ! ‘ those who sell honey. As I said be- 

: Time brought a national conven- fore, the name of white clover is an 

tion around, and what more proper open sesame to a sale; its reputation 
than tovarry with me ajar of this ex- wag made, and the universal under- 
ceptionally fine honey? Tenderly standing is ‘none better.” 
and lovingly was it enclosed in. soft If, as Friend Ritter suggests, the ” 

wrappings and placed among my plan of lengthening the white clover 
effects securely, while I with much season and the scheme of shortening 
satisfaction, pondered upon the time the red clover heads be equally easy 
when it should again be brought to of accomplishment; then is not the 
light. It was expected :to -work former the preferable? 
little short of miracles. It would An attentive perusal of the article 
do honor to the state and particular- on the cultivation and uses of alfal- 
ly to the territory of its immediate fa js to be recomended and in con- 
owning. And be it said to my nection therewith I give a selection 
credit that a streak of sympathy from Oct. 15th Farm and Home, 
pierced me at the thought of those headed ‘Grasp This Bonanza.” ° 
poor mortals of less favored locali- ? , 
ties. Old Time waits for no man : See ree epee 
and the day and the hour at last. ar, Hive westiof the 8th meridian and have, 
si ‘. . . een farming here since ’87 and can assure 

rive for the display. of that precious you that the westerners have a bonanza if 
jar.of honey. Carefully did I pol- they will only utilize it. It lies in alfalfa und 
ish the glass with my pest silk hand- alfalfa without irrigation. Our alfalfa sown 
kérchief as with unquestioned pride "791 produced two crops of hay and one of 

I placed it on the table in company 8 ees ne pieces oes in : when cottonwood trees 15 inches in diameter 

with the other exhibits. What! had taken on the “sere and yellow leaf.” due 

could it be? Yes, oh yes there was to dry weather. This season. farmers around 
something wrong, for plainly to be here are threshing 6 bu eae seed per acre 

re : on lands where the wells are 75 to 100 ft. deep, 

seen there were several shades of 44 this besides a crop of hay and some full 
color difference between my sample — pasture, and all without irrigation. Alfalfa 
and the others, and ruar difference seed will bring not less than $4 per bushel. 

in THum Fayor. I inwardly con- woe LEE ee 

gratulated myself that modesty bad *tyconvert Sebraska and Kanan tans 
prevented my putting my name be- into alfalfa fields und you have the richest 
fore the public in connection with farming and stock lands in the U. S—[W. S. 

that selfsame jar of honey and trem- —Pelino, Custer Co., Neb. 
blingly I slipped a note into the Naptown, Dreamland. 

question box which read ‘do old or sea, 

black combs .have a tendency to £ don @uuclerenanene 
darken honey?” The answer came, PLEAS Hise the PROGRESSIVE 
‘“No,”and still I was. in the dark. ft ae ieee ee
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Convention Proceedings. haps now an then one-for breeding pur- 
$ s poses when you know you can get a 

One of the most interesting parts of food one. You can rear just. as good 
the 3lst annual convention of the queens as you can. buy—no question 

National Bee-Keepers’ Ass’n., held at about ae dehae cipone ay $6 oe ae 
‘ PR. 2 g= ueens at my bees Dave reared under 

Cee Ba SUN es oodues ite swarming-impulse were just as. 
tion box. It has been truly said, ‘‘Wise good. 

men ask questions.” We herewith ap- Ques.—Should a large honey-produe- 

pend some of these questions and the er engage in raising Belgain hares, 
aiSELe: poultry or fruit, or some other side line? 

; If not, why not? 
We have the question-box, of which Mr. Taylor—He should if he wants to. 

Mr. R. L. Taylor has charge, and will Ques.—Why do bees make honey 
introduce it now. when dark bees of the same stock make 

Mr. Taylor—Anyone who desires to dark honey? 
disagree or to make any remark will Mr. Taylor—Why, they don’t. 
have the privilege. Dr Mason—I don’t. believe the one 
Ques.—Are the best imported Italian who askt the question askt it as he 

bees superior to home bred Italians for wisht to have it askt. I presume it is 
honey-gathering? Are the best Amer-. the one who askt me this morning: 
ican-Italian bees superior to imported Why is it that one colony of bees own- 
stock for honey-gathering? ed by one person gathers white honey 

Mr. Taylor—No. Don’t be afraid of while another colony of bees owned by 
offending me, if you have anything to. another persona block away. gathers 
say. dark honey? 
Ques—What does the cocoon of a lar- Mr. Taylor—-They get the honey from 

vee look like? different sources, that is all there is 
Mr. Taylor—It isa very. fine, gauzy about it; bees don’t. make honey, they 

substance, shape of the cell. If you gather it. 
can get hold of it properly you can pull Ques—Can a bee-keeper afford to. sit 
it out and it will retain its shape; it is down whil» working over a hive? 
a very fine, semi-transparent substance. Mr. Taylor—He can’t afford to stand 
Ques.—Can not larvee be transferred up; he can’t, unless he has a cast-iron 

to cups with a quill tooth-pick success-. hinge in his back. If he has the hive 
fully? raised up it would be: allright to stand 

Mr. Taylor—I don’t know how they up;kut1 have found it dangerous to 
transfer them I never tried to trans- stand up if you have to stoop. 
fer them; perhaps someone here has Ques—Can gloves be:-worn to advan- 
done it, but I should not think a tooth- tage by a practical bee-keeper in the: 
pick would be apt to get the cocoons handling of his bees? ~ « 
out in good shape. : « Mr. Taylor-No;you° can take. the: 

W. H. Lawrence—I have transferred sting out quicker than you can put on * 
a good many larvee with a quill, not a your gloves. 
tooth-pick, The quill is formed some- Dr. Masen—I would like to say some-! 
what like a tooth pick, a little bit dul- times, especially in early spring and in’ 
ler, and narrow at the end, perhaps the fall, they can be worn with praeti- 
1-16 or 1-82 of an inch; bend that over cal benefit. The gloves are easily put 
so it comes down about ¢ inch; you can on, and then there are no stings to take 
see the larvee readily, and put this right out. 
under and take it out: ott Mr. Taylor—I am giving my opinion 

Mr. Taylor—That is the answer to now. 
the question. I think bread this wrong Dr. Mason—I am giving what Iknow. 
—at least I understood it wrongly. IL Ques.—In gathering pollen do bees: 
took it tnat it was the transferring of use their tongues in connection with 
the cocoon. The larve can be trans- their legs? 
ferred very readily with a tooth-pick. Mr. Taylor—I don’t think they do for 
Ques—Should the average honey-pro- gathering pollen. They may moisten 

ducer try to rear the bulk of hisqueens, the pollen to some extent by the use of 
or would it be better and cheaper for the tongue, but if you watch a bee as 
him to buy them when the price is low- it is getting pollen, say from the blos- 
est, in dozen lots, of good breeders? som of the willow, it gets right into it 

Mr. Taylor—Rear your own queens; and scrapes it, and gets iton and pokes 
it dosn’t pay to buy them, except per- it back and works it together with its
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legs. Of course, hees sometimes gath- Mr. Taylor—If there is very much 
er a little pollen with the tongue, but smoke used it may flavor the honey for 
that generally gets into the honey, and the time, but I don’t think there is any 
I think that sometimes is the means of material danger in it. 
our bad wintering. I prophesy in a Mr. Poppleton—The first year I went 
good many sections we will lose a good 0 Cuba T shipt a large quantity of hon- 
many bees the coming winter, for the ey—some 40,000 pounds—to Mr. Muth, 
reason that a good many fall flowers of Cincinnati, for sale. It was extract- 
are yielding nectar, the bees are gath- ed by Mr. Osborn. His method of ex- 
ering a good deal of pollen from them, tracting honey was to have the smoke 
and a good deal of pollen will go ibto pumpt against the frame all the time, 
the honey, and the honey will not be 0t to shake the bees, to brush them, 
very well evaporated. and use an enormous quantity of smoke. 

Mr. Muth afterwards told me that all 
HOW OFTEN TO EXAMINE COLONIES. the honey tasted of smoke. 
Ques—How often should one examine TOBACCO-SMOKE FOR INTRODUCING QUEENS. 

the hives and bees? Ques.—Has any one introduced queens 
Mr. Taylor—I understand the answer by the use of tobacco-smoke2 If so, 

to that is, as often as they need it; but with what success? Re tt. 
I suppose the questioner means how Mr. Taylor—I never tried it. Does 
often do they need it. Well, I don’t any one here know anything about it? 
think théy need it very often, if one Has any one used tobacco-smoke for the 
has some experience in the handling of purpose of introducing queens? 
bees. A person who has kept bees and Dr. Mason—No one here who uses to- 
uses his powers of observation can tell bacco? 

< by going thru the yard pretty nearly Mr. Taylor—Tobacco-smoke we are 
correct whether a hive needs any look- talking about. 
ing into. Some years I don’t take outa Dr. Mason—It takes tobneco and a 
frame from my hives to exceed one out man to make tobacco-smoke. 
of 20 hives; that is, at thatrate, it would UNITING COLONIES. 
take me 20 years to have opened all my 
colonies and taken out the frames; but Ques.—I want to keep no more than 
my hive has this advantage—it is in 30 colonies. Could T cull out the poorest 
sections, and I can open the sections; in excess of that by sulphuring this fall, 
can lift one end of one section and see and then keep the combs with the hon- 
what is in the center of the brood-nest ¢Y, and hive swarms on them next sea- 
without disturbing the frames. Some- son? ‘ 
times, if your bees are not in good con- Mr. Taylor—You could do so, but I 
dition in the spring. it may be neces- Would not. : 
sary to go over them two or three times, Dr. Mason—What should be done? 
and examine those that are in bad con- Mr. Taylor—I would prefer to unite 
dition, and see that they are helpt all - Weak colonies. but would not make too 
that it is possible to help them. strong colonies. I don’t think itis best 

Mrs. Gear—Does it do any harm to to have too strong acolony. In the fall 

open a hive and look at the bees when | would manage to get rid of. the old 
they are gathering honey? Does it bees. Take the hive away when they 
disturb them? are flying or when they are gathering 

Mr. Taylor—No, I don’t think itdoes honey, and leave them ontin the cold 
any harm at all if the weather is suffi. and then unite the younger bees, and 
ciently warm, if one handlesthemcare- in that way you probably will have bet- 
fully. I think of the two, in thespring ter colonies for standing the winter. 

it is a slight advantage because it ex- Mr. Poppleton will have something to 
cites the bees, and they will deposit a Say on that. Isee he shakes his head. 
little more honey while they are, being [would not keep honey in combs for 
excited than they would otherwise. the purpose of giving them to swarms. 

Pres. Root—I was going to say there | Your honey will more or less deterior- 

isan opportunity presented to ask ques- ate, will generally become more or less 
tions. Mr. Taylor is right here to Candied, and, more than that, it will 
answer them. be carried more or ae into the sections 

e or into the honey that is bein ather- 
pe OU CE Oona eer NONEy: ed in the honey season the een year, 
A. F. Morley—Does it do anyharmto which will probably have a bad effect 

use much smoke? Does it injure the upon it. Save what combs you need 
bees in any way, or the honey? with honey to have your tees well sup-
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plied with honey in the spring while) down his editorial pen after so ably 
they are breeding, before the honey: wielding it in the past; and a vague 
season comes on, and extract the rest forebodt f niet to & 
in the fall a8 soon as you cau after. you foreboding of apprehension as to the 
take it off the hive. “awfnl responsibilities’’ of assuming 

Reported by Dr. A. B. Mason, Sec’y, his place. Nu. not his place for that 

Toledo, Obio. cannot be filled; his unique style, his 
(To be continued in our next). forceful language and beautiful 

san Eset oe thoughts are not to be replaced; and to’ 
Uncle Sam to Dewey. the neophyte (so far as editing a bee- 

Oh, good, gray sailor journal is concerned) the one consoling 

ane aaa oy down Bast COcAy reflection in my incertitude is the fact 
A word or two at least. that Bro. Leahy will at all times be 

Recall the famous sentence . . 
From a dying hero’s Bp . near to’counsel and to aid. Just how 
Gea he eee ee greatly bis personality leaves its im- 

* print on all with which it comes incon- 
‘They tell me you are weary feos ; : 

Of quarter-deck and spray. tact is impcssible to estimate, and I 
BS ne ee bar Jou cppulets shall look upon him as chief adviser 
But hark! where straining hawsers 2 ide-de-cs a a . oS tnd lifted anoters dein und aide-de-camp in all _my perplexi 

Your Yankee tars in chorus sing: ties. The pleasant associations of near- me peas ahistt : 5 
OB don Eelye upishestiny ly a decade are not to be disturbed, 

‘The civic wreath is bloodless. save that he will devote'his time more 
The fruits of peace are sweet. : - e 

But yet Columbia can not spare » particularly to other branches of his 

Whee SE er ea largely increasing business and while 
When deadly bullets “zip.” we regret that his name will not float 

We want to know that you are there. . 
So don’t give up the ship. at the mast-head, he will you may be 

ae Hoe frowning turrets, sure ee the es behind the 
ove the ropes and spars, 10) t one to whom we é Leok up and see the dear old flag ; TEOE THe : SOr 10! 
oe its glorious stars. counsel and maturer advice. 

€ want you still to guard it, ‘i Ki : eae eee Upon YOursip: To the readers let me say, we want 
Your gallant seamen at your back, to keep the PROGRESSIVE up to the 

So don’t give up the ship. ite hrstandarditovwiiebalth attained 
—Minna Irving in Leslie’s Weekly. ize taaee MLE oy eae 
ee under {Broz Leahy’sable“editorship, 

A and solicit your: subscriptions, your 

EDITORIAL. experiences, your good and your bad 

Se ”~S:*é«éO pinion; to: our contributors we would 
The Progressive BeexKeeper. say, help us to give the people a good 
a ee Ts journal, consider the PROGRESSIVE 

ae gouynal devoted to Bees, Honey and Kin- family circle a place where brothers 
Terms: Fifty cents per year, in advance. dwell together in unity, discuss those 

G. M. DooLITTLs, ae things which shall enlighten the seek- 

WiLL WARD MITCHELL, §**""' er after knowledge, avoid bickerings 
we aw oS a ee BOA wrangles, buteonsistently “battle: 

In his “concluding remarks” in. the for what you are convinced is true, and 
October PROGRESSIVE, Bro. Leahy an-  yight; while we do not go in for mean- 
nounced that I would address you this jngless compliment, we shall have no 

month. Really, there is very little to quarrel to make with those who give 

be said, for to me, the readers of the credit where credit is due. It is very 
PROGRESSIVE are all as old friends. certain if we say no good of people 

But there is one feature in this change while they are living, it will be useless 

to which I would refer—thedeepregret to strew encomiums above their ashes; 

experienced in seeing Bro. Leahy lay but between sincere praise and gushing
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nonsensical exuberance isa great gulf ey’and had all my family could use, and I 
fixed. We shall be glad to have arti- have a big family too. I have ten children 

ce ‘ i and they all eat all the honey they want.” 
cles from practical bee-keepers, in ad- ‘ 

dition to our regular contributors, and We know that Mr. Krantz’s crop of 
we hope no one will feel that he cannot honey from that one colony of bees and 

write something of benefit, for the edi- {ts increase was comb honey. 

tor can read anything from Sanskrit to Bees 

the plainest of English; and from the DEATH OF S. P. CULLEY. 
pen of the timid yenturer often come Again death has invaded the PRo- 

some of the best thoughts and ideas GRESSIVE circle. The following taken 

concerning his particular avocation. from the St. Louis (Mo.) Republic of 

Asking your kiodly assistance, your Nov. 2 explains itself: 

good will and your enconragement, I “From dreams to instant death was the fate 
shall now submit the November PRO- . of S. P. Culley. of Higginsville, Mo., who walk- 

GRESSIVE into your hands. ed from a freight caboose at Venice yesterday 

It is a matter of felicitation that for morning while the train was slowing down to 
2 stop for orders. 

the peeren) the PROGRESSIVE is to The wheels of two trucks passed over his 
have at its helm for chief coansellor body and he was decapitated. Mr. Culley was 
and adviser in the editorial line, that #n apiarist and senior member of the Higgins- 
matchless bee-keeper of world wide Vile frmots. P. Culley & Bro. He was 40 
e ME Boek years old, The concern recently made acon- 

ame, G. M. Doolittle, of _Borodino, tract to export large quantities of honey bees 
New York, to Hayana, Cuba, and the senior partner was 

——— ; en route with a carload at the time of the ac- 
Dooli : ines is cident. His family has been notified, and 

* A a po earn pee beens tell Coroner Bailey held an inquest last night. 
ing Neighbor Jones or Neighbor Some- Chicago and Alton train No. 60, eastbound 
body of a colony of bees that made over _ from Kansas City to St. Louis, passed through 
600 lbs. of honey in a single season. “Higginsville Thursday night. After the car 

We know of one that with its increase f bees had been attached, Mr. Culley entéred 
2 e * the train’s caboose and wrapped himself in a 

BOL Sl 1600 lbs. in a single season  pianket. He was soon asleep. The train 
I will cite the case this wise: Mr. John. neared Venice in the early hours of the morn- 
Krantz, of near Higginsville, wanted ing, and, as East St. Louis was the end of the 

the best colony of bees we had, regard- '™ Conductor Filson awoke Mr. Culley and 

1 Sea » regard- told him where they were. 
ess of price. This was after a very He arose dreamily and staggered toward 
dry season anda severe: winter. Bees the front platform, with his blanket and pil- 
were nearly all dead in this part of the | low in hand. The conductor climbed out on 

i top of the caboose to make signals to his co! ye : Z a lary : 
pubry Mr. Krantz hudwlay ge apple crew. Culley reached the platform and step- 

orchard. The weather was fair all ped between the bumpers. Filson, busy on 
through apple bloom and they actually - top of the train, felt the jar of the passen- 
stored honey in the sections untill they ger’s body beneath the wheels. He called for 

; brakes anda stop was made almost instantly, swarmed 1 me helstofMay. Both colonies ' srunying down, he discovered the mangled 
yet worked on the apple bloom and the corpse of the man he had aroused only a few 
1st week in June they each swarmed moments before. 
again when white clover bloomed (it With the help of the train’s crew the body 

fl ie _ was removed to the ©. & A. depot. The oper- 
yle oe heavy that year,) there was ator wired the agent at Higginsville, and at 

meer Boney gathered by that colony daylight the remains were taken in charge by 
and its increase than Mr. Krantz knew Undertaker Krone. of Venice.” —St.Louis Re- 

what to do with. His report at our Public. 
state convention that coming fall, at It is with sincere regret we chronicle 

Mexico, Mo. had this paragraph in it: the death of Mr. Culley, who was one 

“Brother Bee-Keepers, fromthatonecolony Of the best and most practical bee-keep- 
of bees and its increase, I sold 1600 lbs of hon- ers in the United States. He leaves a
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wife-and two children to mourn his loss. Th Ama K eper = 
The PROGRESSIVE will miss him from e teur Bee e 1 

its columns, and the editor joins with ‘Sx? a snore copy of 
q 3 ; ( ~ a 

the hosts of bee-keepers in extending to piss book cay ecially tor beginners, ‘by 
his loved ones their sincerest sympathy Qg@e, P70f-J- W. Rouse. By mail, 28e. 
in their sad bereavement. Waw— Address, LEAHY MFG. CO., 

nce e Higginsville, - = Missouri 

See inside the front cover “pare fore. sess on eat ee 
premiums that we offer with the PRo- Convention Notice. 

GRESSIVE, for less than the cost price The Colorado State Bee-Keepers’ 

for the two, but with this issue we have association convention will be held in 
the grandest offer of all to make to our Denver, Nov. 21, 22, 23, in conjunction 

readers. We have recently made a with horticultural meeting. 
A ene with the ee of The F, RAUCHFUSS, R. C. ATKIN, 

z ntlewoman, for 1000 subscriptions. Box 378, Denver. Loveland, Colo. 
The price of The Gentlewoman is $1.00 

5 pee 
per year, but to new subscribers who 
pay 50c for the PRowRESSIVE in ad- A BIGOLDHOUSE LIKE GRANDPA’S HOUSE. 

vance we will have sent to them the A Digiold House pe eek po house, with 
3 one Sue windows quaint and old, 

Gentlewoman one year free. This is sWEru muslin Curtains ra Dine Di Maal take 
ivi 7 jownward rolled; 

giving you $1.50 worth for 50c. We — 4 aoox with half a dozen stepsled to the yard 
make this same offer to old subscribers, below. Ace 
Tp pay up their past dues and a year a ae es stood in front,a most ma- 

in advance. The Gentlewoman is an  , 4.1 o1a poplar reared its head—we used to 
illustrated heme paper and is especial- as ans aah ae Hee Cae 
adapted to the ladies. Seon ene with trusting faith up 

a _”£And fst beyond the kitchen stile. the creak- 
ing well-sweep swung, 

SOEs Its oaken bucket green with moss, “when you 
and I were young.” 

Contents of this Issue. 
ae The big old house. our grandpa’s house, ah! 

A Bonanza... ees eeeee eee vee BM lonely-walled today, 
A Good Bee Veil.......-....0 6... 4389 It seems to sigh for childish forms. who. in- it 
All Producers Not Rascals.....  ...338 used to play. 
A Mistake Corrected..... ......-.---B28 For all have gone and left it lone, and just 
An Experience.......... ....-+-+-0++ B42 across the hill. 
An Expert, How?.........0..... ....385 Our grandpa lies where marbles rise, where 
Churn. Slumgum in Boiling Water.. 340 ‘all, at peace, is still. 
eomments arent aes Ae 
‘onvention Proceedings.............3 3 om beneath the mold, with others 
Death of SP. Culley... so uc. 846 Sa cS aIee. 
Environments, Htc... .......-....-- 388 His best-beloved, his guiding-star, our grand- 
Experience and Its Lessons... ..332 ma, grandpa’s bride. 
Good Things in Bee-Keeping Press .341 Their children, too, are sleeping there, and 
Grading of Honey... cee seap ec ee es + BBB children’s children, too, 
Handling Supers Instead of Sec....305 Our cousins who. a happy band. our childhood 
Hard Row for Poor Man...... . 336 pleasures knew. 
oy Ot nee Eeppine olen a 
aking Artificial Swarms......... ..329 in th lace of the dust our memories 

Mr. Doolittle Outdone......0000.0.., 346 Soe Se oe ee tae eeu ue 
Plain and Fence Separators. ........330 A sleeper sweet, dear dead Lucile, the best be- 
ent ie a eae Bee loved of all. 
ecapitulation by Doolittle... -....3 s it is to k vy above the grass! 

Kolling Stone Gathers No Moss... . 336 Bee ee eee ee aoe ea eeeae 
S. E. Miller Heard From............--339 That hid your face. you wander now among 
Smoke Affecting Honey ....... .....344 the Peis of God. 

Specialty in Bee Keeping. 7: : a 
Stick to One Thiog. ..... ous. cine nes 8 i like grandpa’s house, fast go- 
That First Honey....0. 0... 100.1 .B8 ae eye oe a 
‘The October “Progressive”... ......341 A relic of an cation time full soon to pass 
To Somnambulist................-....830 away! 
Uniting Colonies.......-.........++.. 344 But could we see, when earthis done, among 

DarrorNos rtrd He en eee 4 i j 
A big ol ouse like grandpa’s house, ’twere 

. ie ee ‘joy beyond compare. 
Subseribe for the PRoGRESSIVE —Will Ward Mitchell.
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: — THE BEST PAINT ae 

: [4 | FORBEEHWVES # 
& a Baas is one that will not disintegrate quickly, te 

% es but form a hard, durable coating as no 
_ nea = ea 2 spheric i enc Tor = Se impervious to atmospheric influence as Be 

an ? ir it is possible to make a covering of this 

a C hei a character. THE BEST BES HIVE. #& 
ie pews BRA J PAINT MADE. te 

=. || Mes yey a 
+ | eS Qi NEW ERA HIGH GRADE ae 
2G. ES ee Ht aie TF PREPARED PAINT = 
ate. eee ats, 

GF —————— meets all these requirements perfectly, ae 
He as it is made from the best carefully He 

Ed selected materials only. It may cost a few centsmore per gallon, but Eg 

# considered from the standpoint of DURABILITY and SATISFACTORY gt, 

* ~—s- RESULTS, it is by far the most economical article that can be used, oi 
ats ? a aes 
# and its intrinsic worth is bound to be appreciated by all. careful und a 

%e painstaking bee-keepers. : ye 
FS PRICES. — wera, ; Be 
od One quart...........$ .50 One gallon... 81.50 x 

te One-half gallon... .95 Vive-gallon can. per gal... 1.40 ae 

a Address, : Ed 
ge OS 7% LeEany Mra. ComPAany, he 

es te HiGGINSViLLE, Missour!. steaks 
oar ne Spi LAE ibe: Sask Che La SAL Gh 
Seite gedit ahaa detente gape geet 
ORR re 

BOYS AND || 73° sctnepsumserthsrs tor €2AEEE 1 =a _ 
yu. ry, ee : 

: 42} fruit Journal at 350 Money in Poultry. 
GIRLS per year. We allow a oo 

—————_ t commission of 10c for If properly attended to, 
) each new reader you Sa fthere is much money in 

Be | get us, and give sub- BeASE) raising Poultry. Learn 
im ae scribers a choice of any awe i how to do it right. .Get 

S72 10¢ book advertised in Cee Mea) the orpetiente of old suc- 
LAE ‘) our paper, in order to ats 7 cessful breeders, and find 2¢ 
by Neo he help you. Sendforsubscrip- %9¥ J asure way to become: in-*9e 
é\: tion blank and earn some | f) dependent. by, subscrib- 
ee || n.oney for the holidays. We J ing for POULTRY CUL- 

(ede S,_|| want 1,000 new readers by TURD, the best editedand ¢ 
ee || Jan. 1. Address, most mpi aes Oy 
é >. . magazin A : i Poultry Bee & Fruit suineinig pron a ean 

journal J dress, POUL! URE CO., 
WANTED. — Davenport, fone . eee ao —==z__ Ee al 
RRR RRR RRR "ys 

= BEE-HIVES AND HONEY-BOXES, s= 
ee i | 
file in car lots—wholesale or retail. Now isthetimetoget [7 |; 

A Hi 4 prices. We are the people who manufacture strictly I 

ee first-class goods and sell them at prices that defy com- ( tmaaaaey 
petition. Write us today. ———— 

. + 
Interstate Box & Manufacturing Co., Hudson, Wit
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The only really practical choap typewriter ever put on toe murket. 
Is Rapid and Does Good Work. [s Masy to Operate. [Is Handsome. Can ty 

Carried in the Coat Pocket. 

PRICE, - - $2.80. 

a \\ ie, 7 

Cy a s—“—i— = ey, WU ~ CX 

Nites. S SENAY On a ae Lo \\ \\\ NN 
< UBIT a OENSICS Sa 5 Ly ia << 
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SAMA . 

THE LATEST OF THE BEST TYPEWRITERS. THE CLIMAX OF IMPROVEMENTS. THE 

MINIMUM OF PRICE. DESTINED TO REVOLUTIONIZE WRITING, AS THESEW- 

ING-MACHINE REVOLUTIONIZED SEWING. 

The “SIMPLEX” is the product. of experienced py pew ror manufacturers, and is a 
FOI. L TYPEWRITER in every sense of the word, and AS SUCH, WE GUARANTEE 

é For Bustness MEN.—Every man, whatever his business, has need of the “SIMPLEX, 
LAWYERS find them indispensable. MERCHANTS acknowledge their great value. CLER- 
GYMEN write their sermons with them. AUTHORS their manuscripts. Letters written 
with the “SIMPLEX” are legible and neat, and at the rate of FORTY WORDS PER MINUTE. 

For Boys anp Girts.—The “SIMPLEX” will be hailed with delight by BOYS AND 
GIRLS. It will improve their spelling, and teach proper punctuation. It will encourave 
neatness and accuracy. It will print in any.colored ink, violet red, green, blue or black, 
Tt will PRINT A LINE BIGHT INCHES LONG, and admit any size letter paper. The eae 
ing is always in sight. A USEFUL, INSTRUCTIVE AND ENTERTAINING NOVELTY, AT 
THE PRICE OF A TOY. 

Nothing is of greater importance than correct formsof correspondence, The “SIMPLEX * 
encourages practice, and practice makes perfect. Writing with this machine will be such 
jolly fun for your boys and girls that they will write letters by the dozen. This may cost 
you something for postage stamps, but the improvement in their correspondence will repay 
you 

EXTRA POINTS, 

“ The alignment of the ‘Simplex’ is equal to the very highest priced machine. 
It is positive in action, and each letter islocked by an automatic movement when th 

stroke is made. : 
Tt has no ribbon to soil the fingers. 
The ‘Simplex’ is mounted ona hard-wood base,and put up in a handsome box, with 

bottle of ink, and full instructions for using. 
‘T think the ‘Simplex’ is a dandy.”—D. L. Tracy, Denver, Colo: 
“The ‘Simplex’ isa good typewriter, and I take pleasure in reconimiending it as such.’ — 

8. F. Bishop, Morsey, Mo. 
“T received the typewriter one hour ago. You can judge my progress by this letter. [t 

much better than Texpected, and with practice I think I willbe able to write very fast 
with it.’—E. T. Flanagan, Belleville, Il. 

Price of Machine, $2.50. By mail, 25c extra for postage, 

LEAYY WANUFACTURING COMPANY, Hiaainsvitte, M2
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JERE ES nee a8 eesseeees * 
= wes BEE-KEEPERS ..... ; ONE DIME! - CENTS! ; 

eee 

OOO Q THE PREESIA js one of the very, est g 
bulbs for window culture, and the 

We have a carload of “Hig Sg smcoandeleranceot its pure wie 
ginsville” Supplies at florists for cut flowers. ‘everyone can @ 

cS : aN ® grow itas its culture is very simple @ 
manufacturer’s prices, ® andeasy. Five bulbs are enough fora S 

. large pot, on will give an eae 3 
Waxel St is of exquisite Pa 

SOOO srance, "For ten cents we will send @ 
e postpaid to any address the 

and are prepared to fill or- g F ee 
ates ee and e S Western Florist and Fruit 

ders promptly, and can $ Crower, a semi-monthly magazine, 
save you freight. 20 pages, three months on trial, > 

2 i $ Fine F Bulbs, und {0 Fine Freesia Bulbs, and our 

= See 2 Fall Catalogue of Fruit and Or- 
© 

Send all orders to namental Trees, Shrubs, Roses, Plants, 
@ Bulbs, ete. Address, 

Topeka 3 L.H. COBB &CO. 
7 § Lock Box B57: Perry. Okla. 

Bee Supply louse g ; . 
© wide. 30s. SO Oe 3G. NO se. Oe NOH NOE NO Oi 

E. W. DUNHAM, Manager OSE TRE a RES 
1065 W. Sth St., HOOGHOGHHHHGHHHGOOOOOGHOOOHOHOOO 

Please mention the “Progressive.” 
ap 4 Topeka, Kas. Sie ES 

Catalogue free. QAI ENIN ENN NE NINN ee) 

DAAAAAAAAAAAAABAAAAAANAA Western 
Foundation Mills Apiarists... .. 
For Sale 

will save time and money 
soe by buying their. 2... .<. <5: 

We have just taken in a second- ‘ ; 
hand foundation millin exchange Ea ik 
for goods. This mill has 24-inch S 4 
roll, the round bottom cell, of 
which the foundation comes off 
so easy. and from the looks of the Jes ARRODI oe 
mill, [do not think it has ever 
been used. .The price of such a 
mill is $30.00, and we will take ‘ Barteldes & Co. 
$18.00 for it on cars at Higgins- 
ville. This is very little over 3 Denver, Colo. 
half price. : 2 

a We make a specialty of 
Ec We also have one second-hand six- Leahy Mfg. Co.’s products 
inch mill for making extra thin foun- 
dation, and one second-hand ten-inch 38 
mill for making medium or light brood. 
These are for sale cheap. Write for New 20-page descriptive 

prices. price-list free. ; 

LEAHY MFG. CO., 
Higginsville, Mo. Qn mw nw rr rw
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AR Selection has been the chief factor in the development and _build- AR - 
AX ing up of our soyicee breeds of horses, cattle, sheep, swine and poul- MQ 

at try. Men have devoted the best years of their lives tou single lineor 4X 
IR branch of this work—and not without their reward. In bee-keeping AX 

te but little has been done in this direction. The development of a ‘.t. 
AYR bright yellow bee has been the most noticeable thing that has been AM 

wt done in this line. This is the most easy of accomplishment, as results .%- 
AM are so quickly and easily discernible. "To breed for honey-gathering Mm 

wt auatues is a much slower process. As soon as bees hatch out we can  .X. 
A ecide in regard to their color, and as to whether we wish to rear fr % 
ste queens from their mother for the purpose of improving the colcr of 4%. 
AR our stock; to decide in regard to their working qualities requires AN 
we months—perhaps years. ate 
AX Every experienced bee-keeper must have noticed how much more 9 
AN surplus is stored by some stocks than by others. Time and time Xt. 
Agu again, when visiting bee-keepers. have [ been shown some particular Wr 
Ne eolony, and heard the owner tell with pride how much honey it had we 
A stored year after year; always coming through the winter in good sy 

wt condition, or doing this or that that was so desirable. The strange t. 
HR thing is that bee-keepers so seldom seem to realize the value of such a IR 

wt colony, or queen, as a starting-point from which to improve the stock Af 
AMA of their whole apiary. If they do realize it. they seldom take advan- AM 

7k tage of the knowledge. Suppose. by the introduction of improved Re 
AR stock, a man can increase his surpius, on the average, one year with AL 
ENS another, ten pounds per colony, and that is not an extravagant esti- 
Mm mate, on 100 colonies his crop would be increased 1,000 pounds. The Ar 
ate cost for hives, grounds, labor, wintering, etc., is nearly the same with “\ 
Hr one kind of stock as with another, just as it costsas much to keep a M - 
ate scrub cow as it does to keep a Jersey, and a gain in surplus that comes we 
Mr from improvement in stock is the most profitable that can be secured. Wr 
ote To improve your stock, get the VERY BEST that you can for breeding .%. 
Wr purposes, and with this stock your apiary; then watch carefully, and Wr 
Ne breed from the colonies that do the best. Continue this year after  ‘*. 
sr year, and you will be surprised at the results. Mm . 
ate This matter of beginning with as good stock as you can get is all ote 
We important. Don’t lose years of time by commencing with common or A 
6.0 inferior stcck. Get the best; and thus be able to commence right 
A where some other breeder left off. AW 
ate As explained in previous adverttsements, I am selling queens from ate 
IQR stock upon the development of which a good man has spent twenty A 
ate years; making crosses. and then euch yeur selecting the best to breed ws 
Mm from. | have several times tried this Strain, and know it to be the Ar 
oe best I have ever tried. a\e 
mM The price of these queens will be $1.50 each. This may seem like a, It 

wt high price, but the man who pays it will make dollars where this st. 
uh breeder and myself make cents; and when you come to read the con- Ar 

aXe ditions under which they are sold, it will not seem so high. Thequeens : 
Mm sent out will all be young queens, just beginning to lay, but as there A 
ate are no black bees in the vicinity, it is not likely that any will prove «+X. 
Mm impurely mated. If any queen SHOULD prove to be impurely mated, mM 
aXe another will be sent free of charge. Safe arrival in firstelass condi-  .% 
J tion will be guaranteed. Instructions for introducing will be sent to mm 
ate every purchaser, and if these instructions are followed, andthe queen —-X- 
MQ is lost, another will be sent free of charge. This is not all; if, at any Mm 
ate time within twoyears, a purchaser, for any reason WHATEVER, is not ote 

rf} satisfied with his bargain,he can return the queen, and his money A 
ate will be refunded, and 50 cents extra sent to pay him for his trouble. ote 
HN It will be seen that the purchaser runs NO RISK WHATEVER. Ifaqueen Hm 
Ne does not arrive in good condition, another issent. If he loses her in  <%~ 
Hr introducing, another is sent. If she should prove impurely mated, an- A 
ate other is sent. {f the queen proves a poor layer, or the stock does not. +%- 
I come up to the expectations, or there is ANY reason why the bargainis Mr 
ate not satisfactory, the queen can be retugned and the money will be re- te 
HX funded, and the customer fairly well paid for his trouble. ‘1 could not i) 
aXe make this last promise if I did not KNOW that the stock is REALLY SU- . i 

PERIOR. 
AM I said that the price would be $1.50 each. There is only one condi- A 
i tion under which a queen will be sold fora less price, and that is mr 

te in connection with an advance subscription to the REVIEW. Anyone . 
IR sending me $1.00 for the REVIEW for 1900, can have one queen for Hr 
ots $1.00; that is, I willsend one queen and the REVIEW for 1906 for =~ 
A only #2,00, and in addition I willsend 12 back numbers of the REVIEW — f@\ 
aXe free. Just see what you can get for only $2.00: 12 back numbers. the  +%- 
see REVIEW for all of 1900, and one of those superior queens. I can now IN 
ate fill orders for these queens of Superior Stock by return mail. This is <*- 
HN something that | have never before been able to do. I 

OOO IIE LIISA BEE DIN IN RRE IDE BDI KS 

pag. W Z. HUTCHINSON, Flint, Mich. 3 ; 
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eNO SE RRS SST" SANE SORT RE 

WE MAKE A...... | . 
| ==SPECIALTY OF 3| 

PIPE DIG AA— i 

Being located in the great BASSWOOD timber belt of Wisconsin; i 

admitted by all tobe the best for making sections. H 

5 res GRR i 
A GENERAL LINE OF BEE-KEEPERS’ SUPPLIES, } 

; In stock, ‘and at prices with the times. Write for Catalogue and H 
prices, Free. i 

H 

“ [MARSHFIELD MFG. CC. H 
MARSHFIELD, WISCONSIN. | 

Please mention the ‘‘Progressive in answering this advertisement. ii 

fi Perfect Incubator. 

That is what everyone says of the New C. Von Culin Incubator (and ¢ 

Brooder.) It has all the latest improvements which have been 
_ found of any merit. Will Hatch every Hatchakle Egg. Self-regu- 

lating, safe, sure. Send for illustrated catalog and price list of f 
Incubators, Brooders, ete., free. Poultryman’s Plans and cata- 
logue, 10c. Address 

The W. T. Falconer Mfg. Co., & 
: @ Box M, Jamestown, N. Y. 

| remanent erenamanann ce tol SATAY Ha RSH a CAR MEN ROA NNR 

J. W. Rouse & Co., Mexico, Mo. 
i Apiarian Supplies, Pees.and Queens. H 

THE , Latest Improve ives, 4 e Lates proved Hires, 4 
MODEL a a Sections Comb Foundation, 
COOP JMROUSE ca. a Smokers, Bee Veils, and all 

’ res Paes Cig kind of supplies, at low 
‘ E | Be} Q i MITACES 5oteg oo, 5 wba 

ES aes eth, Pe A beautiful 28-page catalog. free. 
ats oe Ue, flog ¢ : ; 
ves ci cus le The “Amateur Bee-Keeper,”” 

PEEN LS aa sn 80-page book for beginners: fully # 
a Bie RAT, CAT AND VARMINT PROOF. illustrated. By mail, 25 cts. 

Soe, One nailed, and five paced 
? inside. making six coops; (ship 

; at low rates. Price, $3.50, ‘ J W R al ( H Ei Mottaret. Us Me ROUSEG UD. |
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